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Abstract

The Tumbleweed (TW) is a concept for an artificial, tri-pedal, protein-based motor designed to

move unidirectionally along a linear track by a diffusive tumbling motion. Artificial motors offer the

unique opportunity to explore how motor performance depends on design details in a way that is

open to experimental investigation. Prior studies have shown that TW’s ability to complete

many successive steps can be critically dependent on the motor’s diffusional step time.

Here, we present a simulation study targeted at determining how to minimize the diffusional step

time of the TW motor as a function of two particular design choices: non-specific motor-track

interactions and molecular flexibility. We determine an optimal non-specific interaction strength

and establish a set of criteria for optimal molecular flexibility as a function of the non-specific

interaction. We discuss our results in the context of similarities to biological, linear

stepping diffusive molecular motors with the aim of identifying general engineering

principles for protein motors.

∗ nateman@uw.edu
† heiner.linke@ftf.lth.se
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I. INTRODUCTION27

Inspired by biological molecular motors and the desire to produce controllable nano-scale28

machinery, the effort to design and construct artificial molecular-scale motors has received29

considerable attention. One successful class of artificial molecular motors uses relatively30

small synthetic molecules whose conformation can be controlled by chemistry or external31

light sources [1–4]. Examples of this class are motors consisting of ring-like chiral molecules32

that can be rotated unidirectionally about a fixed axis by external control, allowing for molec-33

ular ‘shuttles’ [5] and ‘molecular muscles’ [6]. A second class of artificial molecular motor uses34

oligonucleotides as the motor building blocks [7], which, due to relatively straightforward35

self-assembly rules, have allowed for the construction of programmable ‘DNA walkers’ [8],36

‘molecular spiders’ [9], and nanoscale ‘assembly lines’ [10]. However, most biological molec-37

ular motors are based on proteins. Designing an artificial molecular motor using protein38

components may thus provide insight into subtle structure-function aspects of bio-molecular39

motors. We have proposed an artificial motor concept, the Tumbleweed, which uses proteins40

as motor building blocks [11]. Proteins offer more diverse design choices than oligonucleotide41

structures because of the relatively large set of available amino acid building blocks that can42

produce large, three-dimensional structures. The Tumbleweed motor, thus, offers a unique43

opportunity to not only design a functioning motor but also to actively tune the molecu-44

lar design to optimize motor performance. The overall aim of this modeling study45

is to determine how motor performance depends on design details that are, at46

least in principle, open to experimental investigation. In addition, we are inter-47

ested in discovering advantageous design strategies that also can be identified48

in biological motors.49

The Tumbleweed (TW) is a tri-pedal construct consisting of two main protein compo-50

nents: a designed coiled-coil, Y-shaped central hub consisting of three ‘legs,’ and three51

unique DNA-binding repressor proteins (RA, RB, and RC) attached to each leg (Fig. 1) [11].52

Each repressor protein ‘foot’ binds with high affinity to a unique double-stranded DNA53

(dsDNA) recognition sequence only when it has bound a specific ligand (a, b, and c, re-54

spectively) whose concentration in solution can be controlled externally. Thus, by using a55

dsDNA ‘track’ with cyclic, equally spaced repeats of the three unique repressor motifs, mo-56

tor stepping can be achieved as follows: by cyclically changing the buffer around the motor,57
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the ligand concentration is cycled in the order [a,b], [b,c], [c,a], where each concentration is58

held constant for an experimentally defined time τligand [12]. When the ligand concen-59

tration is changed, one foot loses its ligand as its concentration drops in solution and the60

foot releases from the DNA, while the other foot remains tightly bound. The molecule then61

undergoes unbiased tethered diffusion until the third foot locates its recognition sequence62

and tightly binds.63

In order for the TW motor to complete successive steps, it must coordinate a variety of64

processes across many time scales. During a single motor step, the motor must diffusively65

locate its next binding site before the ligand concentration is changed (that is, during τligand)66

otherwise the motor will lose register and fall off the track. In addition, the characteristic67

lifetime of the tightly bound state of the stationary foot (τbound) must be longer than τligand68

otherwise the motor is likely to fall off the track. These requirements can be expressed in69

the inequality70

τdiff < τligand < τbound, (1)

where τdiff is the diffusional search (step) time. A prior simulation study of the TW71

motor using a classical Master equation model has shown that the ability of the motor to72

perform successive stepping events can be critically sensitive to the diffusional step time even73

if τdiff is three orders of magnitude smaller than τligand and τbound [13], because the motor74

is especially sensitive to track detachment during the stepping process when it is bound by75

only one foot. Thus, a basic molecular and experimental design question is: What are the76

physical contributions to τdiff, and how can they be adjusted?77

The choice of using DNA-binding proteins as the motor feet may have unintended con-78

sequences on the diffusional search time of the motor. Although the repressor protein feet79

bind tightly to a specific DNA sequence, there is also a weaker sequence-independent at-80

traction present. In vivo, this non-specific binding is believed to be a crucial component of81

the site-specific search process of DNA-binding proteins because it can facilitate a relatively82

fast 1D ‘sliding’ diffusional search along the DNA, versus a completely 3D diffusional search.83

But it is not clear a priori how non-specific binding may affect the TW motor: although the84

leading foot may be assisted by non-specific binding, the lagging foot will also be affected85

and may take longer to release from the track. Another particular design choice that may86

affect the diffusional search time of the motor is molecular flexibility. The molecule has87
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two well defined ‘joints’ whose flexibility is adjustable at least in principle. A completely88

rigid motor will have less diffusional space to explore and may bind more quickly than a89

completely flexible motor. But previous modeling results have shown that a rigid motor90

is very sensitive to the binding site separation (determined by the structure of the dsDNA91

track), and thus it is also not clear a priori what optimal flexibility minimizes the diffusional92

search time [11].93

Here we address the above questions using a coarse-grained Langevin dynamics model.94

We find that there is an optimal strength of the non-specific binding interaction to reduce95

the diffusional search time of the motor and that molecular flexibility appears generally96

preferable for low non-specific binding strengths. However, some molecular rigidity can97

mitigate problems associated with high non-specific interactions. We discuss how these98

results relate to biological molecular motors.99

II. COARSE-GRAINED MODEL100

To simulate TW diffusional stepping, we use a three dimensional coarse-grained101

Langevin dynamics model. The construct, shown in Fig. 1(a), is represented as four102

spheres, where the size of the spheres (therefore, their drag coefficient) is set to match the103

approximate size of the corresponding protein components (feet and legs). Unless stated104

otherwise, the hub-foot separation is assumed constant, matching the structural rigidity of105

the coiled-coil ‘leg’ proteins, such that the sphere configuration matches the geometry and106

flexibility of the original molecule, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The equation of motion for each107

sphere is an overdamped Langevin equation [15],108

vi(t) = Fi(t)/γi + ξi(t), (2)

where the instantaneous velocity vi(t) of sphere i is determined by the sum of conser-109

vative forces on the sphere, Fi(t), by the viscous drag coefficient of the sphere (calculated110

using Stokes’ Law), γi, and by a Gaussian white noise term simulating Brownian motion,111

ξi(t), which is a random number pulled from a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and112

variance < ξj ξk > = δjk 2kT/γi∆t, where ∆t is the time step of the simulation. The113

conservative forces on the spheres are calculated as the sum of gradients of potentials,114

Fi =
∑

n (−∇riVn). The position of each foot sphere relative to the hub is maintained by115
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a harmonic tethering potential,116

V1(rik) = Vharm (rik − rleg)2 (3)

where rik is the instantaneous distance between foot sphere i (i=1,2,3) and the hub sphere117

(k) while rleg is the equilibrium sphere separation, matching the length of a leg in the original118

molecule. All simulations presented here use Vharm = 100 kT . The excluded volume119

of the molecule is modeled by a repulsive Lennard-Jones potential between all spheres,120

V2(rij) =


(

ζ
rij

)12

−
(

ζ
rij

)6

) rij < 21/6ζ

−1/4 rij > 21/6ζ
(4)

where ζ is the steric diameter of each sphere and rij is the center-to-center distance121

between spheres i and j.122

The original molecule has two well-defined regions of flexibility: the central hub where the123

three coiled-coils meet and the links between each coiled-coil and its repressor, referred to124

as the ‘hub joint’ and ‘ankle joint,’ respectively. Each of these joints consists of a relatively125

short polypeptide chain, or linker, whose contour length is not a priori determined by any126

structural constraints. The flexibility of these joints is expected to be determined by two127

factors: First, the length of the linker (number of amino acids), e. g. if the ankle joint linker128

is very short, collisions between the coiled-coil and the repressor protein are likely, and will129

lead to a constrained configuration space for the ankle joint; Second, flexibility depends on130

whether the designed flexible linker adopts a non-intended well-defined rigid structure to131

increase the rigidity.132

In order to explore the general form of the ankle joint potential we performed133

an all-atom, three-dimensional molecular dynamics simulation of a foot bound to134

DNA with its associated coiled coil in explicitly modeled water. The ankle joint135

flexed through some 80◦ during this 70 ns unconstrained simulation (Fig. 2(a)).136

Structures sampled during the trajectory were used to guide the construction137

of an arc of conformations defining a particular pathway for the ankle-bending138

process (Fig. 2(b)). We used umbrella sampling to estimate the free-energy cost139

of movement along this pathway (further details are provided in Supplemental140

Material [14]). The profile shown in Fig. 2(c) comprises a relatively flat region141

across the centre, bounded by steep rises on either side. We interpret this142
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Protein structure of one possible realization of the TW motor [11].Three

repressor protein ‘feet’ are attached by ‘ankle’ joints to a hub made up of three rigid, coiled-coil

‘legs.’ (b) Three-dimensional, coarse-grained Tumbleweed model used in Langevin simulations.

The molecule is represented as four connected spheres. The separation between spheres, rik is

maintained by a harmonic potential, and the excluded volume (ζ) of the molecule is maintained

by a repulsive Lennard-Jones potential. A molecule with a ‘rigid’ ankle minimizes the angle θankle

between the bound leg and a vector normal to the track, and a molecule with a rigid central hub

joint has θhub = 120◦ (where θhub is the angular separation of two legs in the plane

defined by the two legs). Site-specific foot binding is assumed if the foot is a distance less than

rbind from its specific binding site.

rise in energy as being due to expected steric clashes between the coiled-coil143

and the repressor. We note, however, that the simulations explore only one144

possible pathway from one side to the other, and the observed barrier value145
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is therefore an upper limit. Furthermore, other pathways would be expected146

to report different details about the landscape at the bottom of the potential.147

Consequentially, we do not model this surface in detail here (for example, many148

more pathways would have to be explored in order to determine whether the149

double minimum observed is a general property of the energy surface or merely150

special to this particular pathway). Nevertheless, the simulations supply us with151

important information about the range of angles that can be explored by the152

ankle. In our model we will use Eq. 5 to describe the ankle motion, and, based153

on our simulations, we establish the range 10 kT to 50 kT as meaningful for154

Vankle, with 30 kT being the best value (Fig. 2).155

In the coarse-grained model, the general shape of the potential can be described to a first156

approximation as157

V3(θ) = Vankle (1− cos (θankle)) , (5)

where θankle is the angle between a specifically-bound motor leg and a vector normal to158

the track, and Vankle parameterizes ankle joint flexibility (see Figure 1). Samples of this159

potential are shown in Fig. 2(c) for a variety of Vankle values. We assume the potential for160

the hub joint to be of the same form,161

V4 (θhub) = Vhub (1− cos (θhub − θ0)) , (6)

where θhub is the angle between two legs of the molecule, θ0 is the equilibrium angle162

between legs of the molecule, and Vhub parameterizes the flexibility of the hub joint. The163

angular separation of each pair of legs is determined by an independent potential164

function of the form of Eq. 6. Initially, we will choose a completely flexible hub165

joint (Vhub = 0 kT).166

Because we assume the specific binding process to be much faster than the diffusional167

time scale, site-specific binding occurs instantly in the simulation when the distance between168

a motor foot and its specific binding site is less than 1 nm, similar to the Debye length in169

solution. The model also includes a hard floor in the plane of the track, modeled using170

specular reflection, as a computational convenience.171

To characterize the diffusional stepping time of the molecule we build a distribution of172
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Molecular dynamics study of ankle flexibility. (a) Configurations of the

coiled coil with respect to the repressor bound to DNA found during an all-atom simulation of the

ankle. The starting configuration is shown in green. (b) Starting configurations for the calculation,

the original point taken from the previous simulation is shown in green. (c) Graph of energy as a

function of coiled-coil angle generated from umbrella sampling data overlayed with different choices

of the ankle potential strength Vankle (Eq. 5) used in the Langevin simulations.

first-passage times. The first-passage time of the motor is defined as the time from lag-173

ging foot specific-binding release to leading foot specific-binding. To get a characteristic174

first-passage time from a distribution of independent step times, we fit the dis-175

tribution with a single decaying exponential function, where error bars are taken176

as the 5% confidence interval of the fit parameter τdiff [11].177
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Parameter Model Value

Sphere diameter, ζ 4 nm

Leg length, rleg 6.35 nm

Drag coefficient, γi 3.8 x 10−9 kg/s

Binding site separation, xL 11 nm

Binding length (capture radius), rbind 1 nm

TABLE I. Langevin Dynamics simulation input parameters.

III. NON-SPECIFIC PROTEIN-DNA BINDING178

When modeling repressor proteins, we need to include the possibility of a weaker,179

sequence-independent DNA-protein binding behavior [17]. In vivo, DNA-binding proteins180

are thought to take advantage of non-specific binding to reduce the time it takes to diffu-181

sively find their specific binding site. To locate their specific binding site, binding proteins182

combine standard 3D diffusion with relatively fast 1D diffusive slides along the DNA [18].183

In the cell, DNA is usually tightly packed such that physically adjacent sections of DNA184

may sequentially be many bases apart. Proteins make 3D diffusive ‘hops’ between DNA185

sections, then undergo a facilitated 1D diffusive search along the DNA until they find their186

specific sequence or dissociate from the track.187

In terms of the Tumbleweed motor we may therefore expect that the non-specific inter-188

action reduces the time for the leading foot to diffusively locate its specific binding site.189

However, if the strength of non-specific binding is too high, the lagging foot may not release190

from the track on the timescale of ligand exchange. It is therefore a priori not clear whether191

non-specific binding is advantageous or disadvantageous for TW stepping, and whether an192

optimal value of non-specific binding strength exists.193

The physical details of the non-specific interaction are not entirely understood. Recent194

experimental results [19] support existing theory [20, 21] that some non-specifically bound195

proteins diffuse in a helical path along the groove of the DNA, but this behavior has not196

been confirmed for a wide variety of DNA-binding proteins [17]. Because the non-specific197

interaction is not characterized for Tumbleweed’s specific DNA-binding proteins, we instead198

choose to model the non-specific interaction as isotropic along the DNA, as calculated by199
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Tumbleweed motor diffusional step time (τdiff) as a function of non-specific

binding strength, with Vankle = Vhub = 0 kT . For an isotropic non-specific binding potential

(inset, shown for Vnsb = 3 kT ), τdiff initially decreases as a function of Vnsb, reaches a minimum

value at Vnsb ∼ 8 kT , then dramatically increases for higher values of Vnsb.

Dahriel, et. al. for a generically shaped DNA-binding protein [22]. According to this work,200

the energy landscape of the non-specific interaction has a 3 kT minimum 0.5 nm from the201

DNA surface and a shallow tail that extends ∼ 2 nm into solution. We use the following202

potential function to model this behavior (shown in the inset of Fig. 3):203

V5(ryz) =

 −Vnsb
e−ryz/ξ

(ryz/ξ)
for ryz > rcut

−Vnsb for ryz < rcut
(7)

where ryz is the distance away from the DNA track (taking the x-axis parallel to the204

track) and ξ is the characteristic interaction length. The strength of the non-specific inter-205

action is parameterized by Vnsb, which is the depth of the potential function. The specific206

potential function Eq. 7 was chosen to satisfy the following desired properties:207

Firstly, it is flat from rcut = 0.5 nm to the hard-walled track surface in order to208

avoid a singularity of the potential at ryz = 0 nm and to maintain a potential209

well (please refer to the inset of Fig. 3). Secondly, it provides a gradual rise at210

larger distances, parameterized by ξ = 1 nm, combarable to the Debye length in211

solution. Note that the non-specific binding potential is modeled to be ligand-independent,212

i. e. a repressor with or without its associated ligand is treated in the same manner.213
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Figure 3 shows the diffusional step time, τdiff, as a function of Vnsb. Without any non-214

specific interaction, we see the step time of the motor is ∼ 30 µs. This is in good accordance215

with previous analytic estimations of the step time of the motor modeled as a cylinder216

rotationally diffusing 120◦ and translationally diffusing 11 nm [11]. As Vnsb is increased, we217

see a decrease in τdiff, which reaches a minimum value of ∼ 15 µs for Vnsb ∼ 8 kT . As Vnsb is218

increased further, though, the diffusional step time increases dramatically, likely due to the219

lagging foot taking longer to release from the track. One possible way to promote lagging220

foot release, and potentially decrease τdiff, may be adding some rigidity to the ankle joint of221

the tightly bound stationary foot, which may act as a lever arm and tear a non-specifically222

bound lagging foot off of the track. We address this possibility in the next section.223

IV. ANKLE JOINT FLEXIBILITY AND NON-SPECIFIC BINDING224

Figure 4 shows the diffusional step time of the Tumbleweed motor as a function of ankle225

rigidity, Vankle, for different fixed values of Vnsb. For relatively weak non-specific binding226

(Vnsb < 10 kT ), we see that the diffusional step time of the motor always increases for227

increasing ankle rigidity. But for high non-specific binding strength, where we expect rigidity228

to help the motor release its non-specifically bound lagging foot, we do in fact see a slight229

reduction in τdiff for increasing rigidity.230

If the strength of non-specific binding is fixed, we now have an understanding of how231

to adjust the molecular design to retain the best performing motor: for low non-specific232

interactions, the ankle joint should be as flexible as possible to reduce τdiff, while for high233

non-specific interactions, a rigid ankle can somewhat mitigate the ill effects of non-specific234

binding. But what if the flexibility of the ankle joint is constrained by design requirements?235

Can we similarly adjust the non-specific binding strength to mitigate the ill effects of a rigid236

ankle?237

Figure 5 shows τdiff as a function of Vnsb for different fixed values of Vankle. We see that238

the general shape of Fig. 3 is maintained for all values of Vankle, although the maximum at239

Vnsb = 0 appears much more pronounced for higher values of Vankle. Compared to Fig. 4,240

where the reduction in τdiff was at most ∼ 30 %, we see that τdiff can be reduced nearly an241

order of magnitude for Vankle = 50 kBT by tuning Vnsb.242

Tuning Vnsb appears much more effective at reducing τdiff for a motor with rigid ankles243
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FIG. 4. (Color online) τdiff as a function of Vankle, each curve representing different fixed values

of Vnsb(with Vhub = 0 kT ). For Vnsb < 10 kT , increasing ankle rigidity always increases the

diffusional step time. For Vnsb > 10 kT , τdiff can be slightly reduced by tuning the rigidity of the

ankle joint, with a ∼ 30 % reduction for Vnsb = 18 kT and Vankle = 40 kT .

FIG. 5. (Color online) τdiff as a function of Vnsb, different curves corresponding to different fixed

values of Vankle(with Vhub = 0 kT ). Tuning the strength of non-specific binding can greatly

mitigate the ill effects of a rigid ankle, reducing τdiff nearly an order of magnitude for Vankle = 50 kT .
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FIG. 6. (Color online) (a) Histograms of a non-specifically bound lagging foot for increasing ankle

rigidity. Because the central hub joint of the molecule is completely flexible, the non-specifically

bound lagging foot slides right next to the bound stationary foot as the ankle joint straight-

ens (shown schematically in (b)). The effect becomes increasingly strong for values of

Vankle > 20 kT .

than tuning Vankle for a motor with high non-specific interactions. What are the physical244

reasons for this behavior? Recall that the central joint of the motor, representing the Y-245

shaped coiled-coil hub joint, is assumed to be a completely flexible joint. This flexibility246

allows the motor feet to slide along the track while non-specifically bound. Consider a247

motor with a rigid ankle and high non-specific binding interactions immediately after the248

lagging foot releases from its binding site (shown in Fig. 6(b)). Because there is no barrier249

to sliding along the track (besides viscous drag on the repressor protein), the rigid ankle250

joint can simply slide the non-specifically bound lagging foot right next to the specifically251

bound stationary foot (Fig. 6(b)). In this configuration, the ankle joint is nearly vertical,252

and thus does not exert much vertical force on the non-specifically bound lagging foot to253

help release it from the track as expected. To confirm this behavior, we can plot histograms254

of the position along the track of a non-specifically bound lagging foot as a function of Vankle,255

shown in Fig. 6(a). We see as Vankle is increased, the lagging foot does indeed spend most256

of its time near the specifically bound stationary foot.257
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V. RIGID CENTRAL HUB JOINT258

Based on our discussions in the previous sections, we hypothesize that a rigid ankle may259

be more effective at reducing τdiff in a system with high Vnsb if the central hub joint of the260

molecule is also made rigid. In this situation, the non-specifically bound feet are no longer261

able to slide along the DNA track. Thus, for the ankle joint to straighten, it must tear262

the non-specifically bound lagging foot from the track. But a rigid hub may unfortunately263

also remove the positive effects of non-specific binding. The reduction of τdiff as a function264

of non-specific binding was due to the ability of the motor feet to slide along the DNA by265

facilitated 1D diffusion. With a hub that is too rigid, this motion is no longer allowed.266

Figure 7 shows the first passage time of a motor with Vhub = 100 kT (see Eq. 6) for (a)267

fixed values of Vankle and (b) fixed values of Vnsb. As expected, we no longer see a reduction268

in τdiff as a function of Vnsb, but we still see an increase in τdiff at high Vnsb. Although the feet269

cannot slide on the track, they can still be non-specifically bound to their binding site in the270

absence of their associated binding ligand. Figure 7(b) confirms that a motor with a rigid271

hub can more effectively mitigate high Vnsb: for Vnsb = 16 kT , we see nearly a 50% reduction272

in τdiff by adjusting Vankle from 0 kT to 40 kT . But also notice that the overall scale of273

τdiff has increased nearly an order of magnitude from the free-hub motor step time. Thus,274

although the rigid-hub motor is more effective at tearing the lagging foot from the track,275

the loss in facilitated 1D sliding diffusion of the motor feet ultimately makes the rigid-hub276

motor a poor choice for reducing the diffusional stepping time of the motor.277

VI. LOAD FORCE278

We would like to briefly explore the diffusional behavior of the motor under load force279

as a function of Vnsb and Vankle. In prior studies of motor performance, the force behavior280

of molecular motors is characterized by the stall force. A useful definition of stall force is281

the amount of force applied to the motor such that the motor takes forward and backward282

steps at equal rates [23]. Due to the design of the TW system, though, backward motor283

steps are not realistically possible (except in a very contrived manner). We therefore focus284

on characterizing τdiff as a function of applied load force. For a given τdiff, the overall285

performance of the motor is then determined primarily by whether or not Eq. 1 is fulfilled.286
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FIG. 7. (Color online) τdiff for a motor with a rigid central hub joint (Vhub = 100 kT ) (a) as

a function of Vnsb, where different curves represent different fixed values of Vankle, and (b) as a

function of Vankle, where different curves represent different fixed values of Vnsb. As expected, tuning

Vnsb no longer decreases τdiff because the motor feet cannot slide along the DNA track. Tuning

Vankle better mitigates the effects of high Vnsb, but the overall scale of τdiff has also increased nearly

an order of magnitude.

To obtain a first estimate of the reasonable range of load that the motor will be able287

to overcome, we consider that 1 kT = 4.14 pN nm at room temperature. Given that the288

motor steps purely diffusively, and assuming that it can overcome an energy barrier of289

several kT over its 11 nm step, the motor should be able to overcome up to about 1 pN290
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FIG. 8. (Color online) Diffusional step time as a function of Vnsb (with Vankle = 0 kT) and

Vankle (inset, with Vnsb = 0 kT) for different values of load force from 0 - 1 pN. For both interactions,

τdiff increases for all values of Vankle and Vnsb with increasing load while the generic shape of each

function remains the same.

(∼ 2.5 kT/11 nm) of load.291

Figure 8 shows τdiff as a function of Vnsb and Vankle for a constant horizontal load force292

on the central joint of the molecule between 0 and 1 pN. As one may expect, the diffusional293

stepping time of the motor appears to always increase with increasing load at fixed values294

of Vnsb and Vankle. However, the qualitative shape of the curves for fixed values of load force295

remain similar to the non-load curve, such that we can assume that the design strategies296

found so far apply also under load force. In particular, Fig. 8 clearly shows that optimizing297

the non-specific binding strength is highly beneficial for minimizing τdiff under load.298

VII. LEG FLEXIBILITY299

The original Tumbleweed design shown in Fig. 1 uses stiff (coiled-coil) legs. This design300

was introduced based on the intuitive expectation that a well-defined step size is important301

for TW performance, specifically to avoid backstepping (binding to a rearward rather than302

a forward binding site). However, our results so far indicate that, overall, high molecular303

flexibility is of advantage for motor performance. We therefore ask: would a Tumbleweed304
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with flexible legs formed by polypeptide chains perform better than the original design with305

rigid, coiled-coil legs?306

In order to answer this question, we explore TW motor stepping in terms of flexible307

rather than rigid legs. We adjust the model of Section II by replacing the y-shaped motor308

hub with three self-avoiding chains (SAC; see inset of Fig. 9). The SAC model is a basic309

representation of a polymer, where the length of the chain segments (rchain in Fig. 9) is twice310

the persistence length. Each SAC has textrmNp segments of equal length, rchain, plus an end311

segment of length drep = 2.5 nm, representing the repressor (the extra 0.5 nm difference312

from ζ (Sec. II) is included to correctly model the excluded volume of the chain313

segments). The segments are modeled by a harmonic tethering potential (Eq. 3) and the314

interactions between them are given by a Lennard-Jones potential (Eq. 4).315

As a first step, we keep the polymer’s contour length constant and equal to the length316

of the rigid legs in the model of Section II. The length of each equal segment is given by317

rchain = (rleg - drep)/Np and the value of Np is increased from Np = 1 to Np = 4. As Np318

increases, the corresponding segment length decreases and the inset in Fig. 9 shows that319

this increasing flexibility results in an increase in τdiff by more than an order of magnitude,320

because the legs can fold onto themselves. This is due to an increase in the entropy of the321

legs which makes it more difficult for them to reach the next binding site, given that the322

contour length is independent of Np.323

As a second step, we again explore motor stepping but now in terms of a variable contour324

length of the SAC. For compatibility with the case of fixed contour length in the previous325

paragraph, we choose the value of rchain to be equal to that for N = 4 above, i.e. rchain=326

0.9625 nm (comparable to twice the persistence length of polypeptide chains [24, 25]) and327

we use a steric length scale ζchain = rchain for each monomer. The contour length of the328

resulting SAC, including the repressor segment, is then given by (Nrchain + drep). Fig. 9329

shows τdiff as a function of N.330

As shown in Fig. 9, added contour length can bring the value of τdiff back down to about331

30 µs (for N = 8), that is, to values comparable to those observed with a rigid coiled-coil leg.332

For even higher N ( and larger contour length), τdiff slowly increases. The initial decrease333

of τdiff is due to the increased contour length compensating for the fact that flexible legs334

fold onto themselves, allowing the flexible legs to bind more easily. However, as N increases335

even further, the configuration space that is explored diffusively becomes larger, and τdiff336
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FIG. 9. (Color online) A possible motor design replaces the three rigid coiled-coil hub arms with

flexible polypeptide chains (schematically shown in inset). We adjust our coarse-grained model

by replacing the central monomer with freely-jointed chains built from spherical monomers of size

ζchain = 1 nm. (Inset) One approach is to keep the contour length of the TW legs constant and

increase the number of polymer segments (Np). For this approach, τdiff increases monotonically

with increasing Np. Another approach is to keep sphere separation rchain ∼ 1 nm constant and

increase the number of monomers (N). This approach recovers the stiff-leg τdiff for N ∼ 8.

increases. It is interesting to note that backstepping (binding to a rearward binding site)337

which becomes sterically possible for N = 11, is not actually observed in simulations until338

N = 15.339

Whereas simulating the relevant physical details of an actual peptide chain is beyond340

the capabilities of the coarse-grained model presented here, we can nevertheless conclude341

that added leg flexibility does not give any clear advantages in stepping behavior over a342

rigid, coiled-coil leg. Given that a long, flexible polypeptide chain may be very difficult to343

design, and may form unintended, stable secondary structures on its own together with the344

repressor feet, a coiled-coil design remains a preferable design choice.345346
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VIII. DISCUSSION347

The starting point for this study was the finding of an earlier Master equation study [13]348

that TW’s diffusive stepping time τdiff should be kept at least three orders of magnitude349

below the other characteristic times in Eq. 1, namely τligand (to avoid misstepping) and350

τbound (to avoid unbinding from the track) [12]. Given that, for perfect stepping, the motor351

speed is given by xL/τligand, and it may be possible to operate TW with τligand as short as352

0.1 s, it is desirable to keep τdiff as short as possible, and below about 100 µs.353

The main findings from the present study are then as follows: (i) τdiff is minimized by354

keeping TW’s hub and ankle joint flexible (Vhub and Vankle should be chosen as small as355

possible); (ii) Non-specific repressor-DNA binding reduces τdiff, in particular in the presence356

of finite Vankle, up to an optimal value of Vnsb ∼ 8 kT ; and (iii) additional flexibility of the357

legs does not appear to carry any advantages in the present design, such that coiled-coil legs358

continue to be a good choice.359

Given the practical challenges involved in constructing a novel multi-subunit protein, it360

is likely that molecular flexibility will be difficult to accurately predetermine. Therefore,361

the role of non-specific binding that emerges from this study is a very important tuning362

parameter. The precise strength of NSB of TW’s repressor protein feet is not known, but363

there is evidence that the non-specific protein-DNA binding is highly dependent on ionic364

strength. Revzin and von Hippel determined association constants for the Escherichia coli365

lac repressor protein to non-operator sections of DNA as a function of ionic strength, and366

reported more than an order of magnitude increase in the association constant for only a367

25% reduction in ionic concentration [26]. Therefore, it may be realistic to experimentally368

tune Vnsb over at least part of the optimal range of Vnsb = 5− 12 kT (Figs. 3 and 5).369

In this context, the details of the NSB model used here deserve further discussion. In370

our model we assumed that a non-specifically bound protein can linearly diffuse along DNA,371

and that the track is designed such that all of the repressor-binding sites face in the same372

direction. However, recent studies suggest that certain non-specifically bound DNA-binding373

proteins diffuse along the groove of the DNA in helical manner [19]. If this should be true374

also for TW’s repressor protein feet, we do not expect the behavior shown in Fig. 5 to375

remain. However, based on our simulation results, we can speculate how helical diffusion376

might change TW’s behavior. Due to the structural rigidity of the coiled-coil protein hub, a377
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foot would likely not be able to slide very far along the DNA with another foot specifically378

bound. The resulting behavior would be qualitatively similar to the results shown in Fig. 7,379

where the central hub joint is rigid, and where non-specific binding increases τdiff. Based380

on these results, in the presence of helical diffusion of repressor feet along the DNA, it may381

be beneficial to give the ankle joint some rigidity and to reduce the non-specific interaction382

as much as possible. However, it is likely that leg flexibility may help to restore some of383

the positive effects of NSB in the presence of helical diffusion, and the role of leg flexibility384

should be revisited in the context of a future TW model that incorporates different modes385

of 3D diffusion along DNA.386

One of the goals of our project to design and build an artificial protein motor is to look387

for common design principles that may also apply to biological motors, for example bi-388

pedal stepping motors such as kinesin, myosin V, and dynein. In fact, the positive effect389

of non-specific binding (a short diffusional step time and increased run length) of the TW390

model used here hints at a possible connection. It has been shown that certain dyneins [27],391

kinesins [28, 29], and kinesin-related motor proteins [30] exhibit a similar 1D diffusion along392

their microtubule tracks in the absence of ATP, providing evidence of a weakly-bound state393

similar to the non-specific protein-DNA interaction. This interaction has been hypothesized394

to generally help the motors stay attached to the track. Whereas a detailed study of stepping395

behavior including the weakly-bound state has to our knowledge not yet been performed [23],396

it is nevertheless interesting to speculate that its beneficial role for reduced stepping time397

and increased run length may be of universal nature in diffusive stepping motors.398

Another curious similarity between an optimized TW design and at least some biolog-399

ical, bi-pedal motors is the interplay of rigid elements and flexible joints. For example, a400

coarse-grained model for myosin V appears to share several features with the optimized401

TW, namely a highly flexible neck joint (corresponding to Vhub)[31–34] and well defined402

legs with limited flexibility. These features were recently strikingly confirmed by high speed403

AFM imaging of myosin V stepping [35].404
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